
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE 

Faculty Senate Meeting 

AGENDA 

April 26, 2019 

TIME: 2:45 P.M. 

PLACE: CLC Ballroom 

I. Call to Order

 Approval of Minutes

 March 29, 2019

 Administrative Updates

 Committee Updates

 Old Business

II. New Business

 Program, Curriculum, Catalog, and Course Changes

1. LANGUAGES, LITERATURE, AND COMPOSITION

a. Undergraduate New Course Request

(1) ASLG U201

(2) ASLG U202

(3) ASLG U310

(4) ASLG U311

(5) ASLG U312

(6) ASLG U313

(7) ASLG U314

(8) ENGL U240

(9) ENGL U340

b. Change in Program to Offer A Minor

(1) Minor in American Sign Language
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                         2.    MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

                                a.   Undergraduate New Course Request 

     (1)      CSCI U375 

     (2)      CSCI U570 

     (3)      CSCI U575 

          b.   New Program Proposal - Request for Undergraduate  

  New Degree Program 

     (1)      Cybersecurity 

                                      (2)      New Program Proposal - Cybersecurity 

 

  3.     NATURAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

                    a.    Undergraduate Change in Catalog Course Listing 

                           (1)     CHEM U111 
 

 Senate Roster 2018-2019 

 Faculty Committee List 2018-2019 

 Faculty Manual Update  

 

 

III. Announcements    

 

IV. Adjournment 
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE 

Faculty Senate Meeting 

MINUTES 

March 29, 2019 

 

TIME: 2:45 P.M. 

PLACE: CLC Ballroom 

 

Officers Present: Dr. Lizabeth Zack (SCW), Faculty Chair; Dr. Holly Pae (HPH), Outgoing 

Faculty Chair; Dr. Emily Kofoed (FACS), Recording Secretary  

 

In Attendance: Dr. Hubbard Smalls (JCBE-EFA), Dr. Jim Kamla (HPH), Dr. Kela Goodman 

(SOE), Dr. Karen Lounsbury (SOE), Dr. Colleen Kilgore (SON), Dr. Darlene Amendolair 

(SON), Ms. Ryan Crawford (SON), Dr. Dawn Henderson (SON), Ms. Ann Merryman (LIB), 

Ms. Virginia Cononie (LIB), Dr. Warren Bareiss (CAHSS-FACS), Ms. Allison Ludwig 

(CAHSS-FACS), Dr. Carolina Webber (CAHSS-FACS), Dr. Richard Combes (CAHSS-HPPA), 

Ms. Gabby Drake (CAHSS-LLC), Ms. Elizabeth Waddell (CST – MCS), Dr. Kimberly Shorter 

(CST – NSE), Dr. Anselm Omoike (CST – NSE), Dr. Andrew Leonardi (CST – NSE), Dr. Ona 

Egbue (CST-IES), Dr. Deshia Leonhirth (CST-IES), Dr. Susan Ruppel (CAHSS-PSY), Dr. Scott 

Meek (CAHSS-PSY), Dr. Laura Jennings (CAHSS-SCW) 

 

Ex-Officio: Dr. Brendan Kelly, Chancellor; Mary David Fox, Registrar 

 

Visitors: Dr. Kim Purdy (Dean, UC), Dr. Carmen Harris (HPPA & Chair of AAC), Dr. June 

Carter (LLC), Dr. Griffin Woodworth (FACS), Dr. Sarah Hunt-Barron (SOEHPH), Dr. Rebecca 

Mueller (SOEHPH), Dr. Nur Tanyel (Chair, HPH), Dr. Yancy McDougal (IDS), Dr. Tyrone 

Toland (Chair, IES), Mr. Lee Neibert (Chair, FACS), Dr. Jim O’Connor (JCBE), Dr. Ayse 

Erdogan (JCBE), Dr. Mo Djerdjouri (JCBE), Dr. Rob McCormick (Dean, CAHSS), Dr. 

Katharine Gibb (Dean, SON), Dr. Laura Reynolds (Dean, SOEHPH), Dr. Stephen Bismarck 

(Chair, SOE), Dr. Celena Kush (Chair, LLC), Dr. Pamela Steinke (Vice Provost), Dr. Lynette 

Gibson (SON) 

 

 

Absent: Dr. Thanh Nguyen (JCBE-EFA), Dr. Elise Harvey (JCBE-MEM), Dr. Kyle Turner 

(JCBE-MEM), Dr. Lauren Vervaecke (HPH), Dr. Dana Davis (SON), Ms. Tamara Cook (SON), 

Dr. Nicole Richardson (CAHSS-HPPA), Dr. David Coberly (CAHSS-LLC), Dr. Colleen 

O’Brien (CAHSS-LLC), Dr. Chunyu Ai (CST-MCS), Dr. Muhammad Hameed (CST – MCS), 

Dr. Briget Doyle (CST – NSE), Dr. Mary Sarver (CAHSS-SCW) 
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I. Call to Order – Dr. Lizabeth Zack (SCW) called the meeting to order at 2:50 pm. 

Approval of Minutes 

 February 22, 2019  

o Misspelled Dr. Araceli Hernández-Laroche’s name 

o Dr. Chris Bender’s affiliation is NSE not NES   

 Dr. Jim Kamla (HPH) moved to approve and Dr. Darlene Amendolair (SON) 

seconded. Minutes were approved 

 

Administrative Updates 

 Dr. Brendan Kelly, Chancellor 

 Began by addressing a tragedy that faced our campus this week with the death 

of student Evan Gaines. Many on campus have expressed a desire for more 

information. Every tragedy like this has different circumstances. When a 

crime is the cause of the death, the circumstances are especially complicated 

and not under our control. The reason the campus has not released the same 

amount of information as the media is because we are first concerned for the 

families who are involved. Our obligation is to honor their wishes and show 

respect for them. We approached this issue with incredible care and thought. 

We would rather provide less content to the university community than 

disrespect the family’s wishes. We are working with investigators. Our 

officers have jurisdiction in the entire State of South Carolina. They can 

perform any duty of any officer in the state. We have worked with the county 

Sherriff to make sure our police force secures this area. We work to provide 

the safest environment possible every day. We cannot prevent crime but we 

can respond quickly. We recently hired additional officers, but we are dealing 

with housing that we do not own that surrounds our campus. We will continue 

working closely with law enforcement and will provide information when we 

can.  

 We had a meeting with Faculty Committee Chairs recently and there was a 

discussion about our reliance on SharePoint. Bradley Dey is responsible for 

every form that gets transacted on this campus. He is also an alumnus of our 

university. SharePoint is a powerful tool but we have not treated it that way. 

OneDrive does not work without SharePoint. We will be working over the 

coming months to strengthen those environments and make sure they can 

function at a high level. The hope is that in one year from now that the power 

that comes with Office365 will be at full capacity with SharePoint and 

OneDrive in the proper environments. We are working with IT to better 

understand those issues so that we can make more powerful tools and improve 

workflows. We are working together to improve the end-user experience. Dr. 

Lisa Johnson (SCW-WGS) and others in the Faculty Committee Chairs 

meeting shared problems and now we are working on it. 

 Provided legislative updates. Last year ended up being a good year in 

comparison to the previous ten. We are actively working through the Senate 

finance process and hope for positive outcomes. Those outcomes are in draft 

forms but we are optimistic that South Carolina will invest in higher education 

more than ever before.  
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 Updated us on renovation projects. Most renovation will occur during the 

summer, Winter break, or spring break because people are out of buildings. 

Mr. Bruce Suddeth and our landscaping and grounds crew are amazing. They 

have a plan to dress up the portion of campus near the Library. Some plant 

material is getting removed and replaced with new, fresh plant material. 

Currently there are irrigation improvements underway on that side of the 

library. We are going to add more outdoor seating there. We will shut down 

Palmetto House over the summer for renovations. There will be ongoing 

updates to housing. The library renovations will be nearly complete by the end 

of the Summer. The flooring updates there will stretch into September. A lot 

of the flooring will need to be replaced by something other than carpet to 

ensure a longer lifespan. Carpet is limiting.  

 Master Plan Updates: The Smith Group is leading us through this plan and 

giving us a critical look at our assets here. 

 Opened for questions: 

o Dr. Yancy McDougal (Director of IDS) – asked about the leak in the 

old tennis court and the parking lots behind the Hodge. She asked and 

was told by someone that they were not sure where the pipes were 

going and wanted to know how maintenance will access the pipes. 

Kelly said there is an effort to find the leak, but we do know it is not in 

danger of harming our academic buildings.  

 There were no further questions.  

 

 Dr. Pamela Steinke, Vice Provost and Associate Vice Chancellor for 

Academic Affairs 

 Thanked the faculty for their hard work advising. It is greatly appreciated. If 

we find problems or issues during advising that could be fixed by better 

processes, training, etc. please contact Dr. Kim Purdy (Dean of UC). We do 

not want advising to be difficult or frustrating. 

 We have received final approval from SACSCOC for the M.S. in Business 

Analytics and it will be starting up in the fall. Engineering Technology 

Management will become the fifth program in the Palmetto College in the 

Fall.  

 Community Health passed the first committee at the Commission on Higher 

Education (CHE) with no issues. It will not need SACSCOC approval because 

it is not a significant departure from what we are already doing. 

 The first two Dean of Nursing candidates were in this week and two will be in 

next week. We have had two candidates for the Director of African American 

Studies position last week and have one arriving next week. The Center for 

Academic Innovation and Faculty Support is reviewing applications and 

expects campus presentations to be given April 15-18. We appreciate your 

feedback on all of these searches. 

 The Faculty Awards Reception and ceremony will be held Thursday, April 25 

from 4-6 pm in the CLC Ballroom.  

 Opened for questions. There were none.  
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Committee Updates 
 

Old Business   

 

II. New Business 

 Program, Curriculum, Catalog, and Course Changes  

 Dr. Carmen Harris (HPPA) offered an update from the Academic Affairs 

Committee. The AAC has been a substantial part of getting new programs through 

the CHE process. It is time consuming and Harris is grateful for the course releases 

that allow her to work on these processes. This committee is important, but it 

should not be a rubber stamp. The committee is a meaningful and significant part of 

faculty governance. Harris will attend the South Carolina AAUP meeting to discuss 

shared governance this weekend. She thanked the members of her Committee. She 

is committed to ensuring faculty has a meaningful voice. 

 Harris presented the proposals from Academic Affairs: 

 

1.  GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
a. Change in Curriculum or Program General Education Requirements  

 AAC reviews General Education proposals after they have been through the Gen 

Ed committee. They propose the inclusion of Honors courses to be added to the 

curriculum that would allow Honors students to graduate within the 120 credits. 

For example, Honors students could take HONS U101 instead of ENGL U101. 

(1) HONS U101  

(2) HONS U120  

(3) HONS U121  

(4) HONS U122  

(5) HONS U199  

(6) HONS U201  

(7) HONS U250  

(8) HONS U301  

(9) HONS U350  

(10) HONS U398  

 Kamla moved to approve the HONS changes and Dr. Hubbard Smalls (JCBE) 

seconded. The motion was approved. 

 

b. General Education Competency Alignment Form  

 These are new courses approved this year and they are being added to the 

general education curriculum.  

(1) BIOL U143  

(2) BIOL U143L  

(3) MUSC U140  

(4) INFO U102  

 Dr. Deshia Leonhirth (CST-IES) moved and Ms. Ann Merryman (LIB) 

approved. The motion was approved. 

 

2.  INFORMATICS AND ENGINEERING SYSTEMS  
a. Undergraduate New Course Requests  
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(1) INFO U427  

(2) INFO U445  

 Voted to approve the new course requests. Dr. Hubbard Smalls (JCBE) moved 

to approve and Leonhirth seconded. The motion was approved. 

 

b. Undergraduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 These changes add courses to the curriculum and change some course from 

electives to requirements 

 (1) Health Informatics (HI)  

(2) Health Information Management (HIM)  

(3) Information Management and Systems (IMS)-major  

(4) Information Management and Systems (IMS)-minor  

 Merryman moved to vote and Smalls seconded. The motion was approved.  

 

c. Graduate New Course Requests  

(1) INFO U727  

(2) INFO U745  

 Dr. Richard Combes (HPPA) moved to approve and Smalls seconded. The 

motion was approved. 

d. Graduate Change in Catalog Course Listing  

(1) INFO U650  

(2) INFO U710  

(3) INFO U760  

 Dr. Karen Lounsbury (SOE) moved to approve and Merryman seconded. The 

motion was approved. 

 

e. Graduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 (1) Masters of Sciences in Informatics  

 Combes offered technical and grammatical suggestions for a couple of pages. 

The second sentence needs to be made complete. Harris offered a solution.  

 Merryman moved to approve and Leonhirth seconded. The motion was 

approved. 

 

3. JOHNSON COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS – see JCBE Summary 

Sheet for Concentrations  

a. Undergraduate New Course Request  

 There is one undergraduate degree currently, so these proposals add 

concentrations under that degree including Accounting, Logistics in Supply 

Chain Management, Economic/Finance, Management, and Entrepreneurship and 

Innovation.  

 Also, FYI from Mary David Fox – Next time if you want to change a course 

number you will need to delete the course and create a new course.  

(1) ACCT U455  

(2) FINA U455  

(3) MGMT U455  

(4) ENTR U393  

(5) ENTR U455  

(6) ENTR U492  
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(7) FINA U366  

 Combes offered minor editorial suggestions pertaining to advisor in the U455 

courses.  

 Smalls moved to approve and Dr. Susan Ruppel (PSY) seconded. The new 

courses were approved.  

 

b. Undergraduate Change in Catalog Course Listing  

 These course changes include prerequisite changes and numbering changes 

(which will no longer be approved this way) 

(1) BADM U398  

(2) BADM U478  

(3) BADM U499  

(4) ECON U499  

(5) LSCM U385  

(6) MGMT U471  

 Kamla moved to approve and Dr. Carolina Webber (FACS) seconded. The 

motion was approved. 

 

c. Change in Catalog  

 Changed mission and clarified GPA and using the language “Life GPA” instead 

of “Cumulative GPA.”  

(1) JCBE Mission Update  

(2) JCBE Admission GPA: Clarification  

(3) JCBE Removal of Preambles  

 Lounsbury moved to approve and Amendolair seconded. The motion was 

approved. 

 

d. Undergraduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 The Business Administration concentration will be eliminated. There will be 

added minor and major concentrations with new courses (approved above) 

added to their respective concentrations.  

(1) BS – Business Administration – Remove concentration 

(2) BS – Business Administration-Minor Entrepreneurship  

(3) Business Administration – Accounting concentration  

(4) Business Administration – LSCM concentration  

(5) Business Administration – Economics/Finance concentration  

(6) Business Administration – Management concentration  

(7) BS – Business Administration – Reorder all concentrations 

 Smalls moved to approve and Merryman seconded. The motion was approved.  

 

e. Graduate Change in Catalog Course Listing  

 All changes are related to prerequisites and co-requisites in the Master’s 

program.  

(1) MSBA U710  

(2) MSBA U720  

(3) MSBA U730  

(4) MSBA U740  

(5) MSBA U745  
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(6) MSBA U750  

(7) MSBA U755  

(8) MSBA U760  

(9) MSBA U765  

 Combes moved to approve and Smalls seconded. Changes were approved.  

 

4. LANGUAGES, LITERATURE, AND COMPOSITION  
a. Undergraduate New Course Request  

 This models other courses on the books that are two-tear.  

(1) ENGL U240  

(2) ENGL U340  

 Dr. Warren Bareiss (FACS) noted that FACS already has a class called Mass 

Media and Society (JOUR U310) and is wondering if LLC has reached out to 

faculty in FACS to ensure there is not overlap between the courses. Dr. Celena 

Kush (Chair of LLC) said the course is specifically focused on interpreting 

popular culture through cultural analysis of literary texts. There will be close 

readings and close analysis papers. Bareiss says there is still literary/textual 

analysis and suggested a meeting between LLC and the faculty of LLC. Webber 

noted that there are several Cultural Studies faculty members in FACS who 

teach similar courses.  

 Amendolair asked if both of the English courses are required. Kush said SOE 

students and LLC majors need 300-level classes, but other people may want to 

take the general education version of the course.  

 In response to Webber and Bariess, Kush said the goal is not about determining 

societal effects but rather how the societal issue is being represented in the text.  

 Bareiss said several years ago he proposed a course similar to something in LLC 

and the instructors worked it out together. He suggests this to prevent overlap 

and redundancy.  

 Webber said the description from Kush does sound different from what she and 

Dr. Renu Pariyadath do but would appreciate discussion and consideration from 

LLC before they had proposed the course.  

 Combes asked if Bareiss was making a motion. Bareiss said he would like to 

motion to table this proposed set of courses for further discussion. Webber 

seconded the proposed table of these courses. 

o The motion to table these courses passed. The approval for these courses 

is tabled. 

 

b. Undergraduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 Proposed change in the number of credits required for the major to reduce 

credits to 45. This would bring the major more in line with other departments 

and would increase career readiness in the job market.  

(1) English major 

 Dr. Scott Meek (PSY) moved to approve and Smalls seconded. The proposal 

passed. 

  

5. MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE  
a. Undergraduate Change in Catalog Course Listing  

(1) CSCI U200  
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 Merryman moved to approve and Dr. Laura Jennings (SCW) seconded. 

 

b. Undergraduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 Adding general education options 

(1) Computer Information Systems  

(2) Computer Science  

(3) Mathematics  

 Smalls moved to approve and Jennings seconded. The motion was approved. 

 

6. MARY BLACK SCHOOL OF NURSING - see Nursing Summary Sheet for changes to 

the program  

a. Undergraduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 Clarified requirements, inserted possible new requirements to help students who 

might be interested in the graduate track. 

(1) Nursing – RN to MSN track  

 Combes offered minor grammatical improvements. Kamla asked a follow-up 

question. There was a bit of discussion about whether the word “placed” or 

“places” should be used. Harris took note of the suggested improvements.  

 Dr. Ryan Crawford (SON) moved to approve and Dr. Colleen Kilgore (SON) 

seconded. The motion was approved. 

 

b. Graduate New Course Request  

(1) NURS U704  

(2) NURS U705  

(3) NURS U706  

(4) NURS U714  

(5) NURS U715  

(6) NURS U716  

(7) NURS U725  

(8) NURS U726  

(9) NURS U733  

(10) NURS U734  

(11) NURS U735  

 Lounsbury moved and Webber seconded. The motion was approved.   

 

c. Graduate Change in Catalog Course Listing  

 (1) NURS U700  

(2) NURS U710  

(3) NURS U711  

 Jennings moved and Crawford seconded. The motion was approved. 

 

d. Graduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

 These are four proposed new concentrations in nursing and an option for 

adding multiple tracks 

(1) MS in Nursing – Nursing Educator  

(2) MS in Nursing – Nursing Leadership  

(3) MS in Nursing – Clinical Nurse Leader  

(4) MS in Nursing – RN to MSN  
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(5) MS in Nursing – Proposing addition of multiple tracks  

 Amendolair moved to approve and Crawford seconded. Changes were 

approved.  

 

7. PSYCHOLOGY  
a. New Course Request  

(1) PSYC U374  

(2) PSYC U409  

 Amendolair moved to approve and Merryman seconded. New courses were 

approved. 

 

8. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND  

HEALTH  
a. Graduate New Course Request  

(1) EDTE U750  

(2) EDTE U751  

(3) EDTE U752  

(4) EDTE U760  

(5) EDTE U761  

 Kamla moved to approve and Lounsbury seconded. The motion was 

approved. 

 

b. Graduate Change in Curriculum or Program  

(1) M.Ed. - Applied Learning and Instruction 

 Amendolair moved to approve and Smalls seconded. The changes were 

approved. 

 

 Faculty Manual Update 

 Zack updated the Senate on the proposed changes to the Faculty Manual. She 

shared results from the public comment period where feedback was collected 

from faculty on the proposed manual changes. From the review and discussion in 

the Faculty Advisory Committee meeting, there were proposed recommendations 

based on the findings. There is a report with those findings and recommendations 

currently being compiled and it will soon be made public to faculty. It will 

include a two-page executive summary and the full set of feedback.  

o There were 79 total participants – 47 participated in the online survey and 

32 in small-group gatherings. This makes the overall response rate about 

33%.  

o Table 1 of the executive summary breaks down participation by unit.  

o Identified clusters of support for the proposed changes as well as the levels 

of support for changes by chapter (and in the case of Chapter 5, by 

section/proposal) 

o The proposed changes to the Peer Review Committee had equal amounts 

of support and non-support. 

 The recommended changes are listed chapter-by-chapter. Zack offered highlights 

of these recommendations. 

o In the Preamble there was concern about the ability for the appendices to 
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be changed without faculty approval. 

o In Chapter 1 the most important recommendation was to ensure Division 

and Department chairs have the right to vote.  

o Chapter 3 had recommendations about changing fellowship policy to 

include a more inclusive language among others. 

o In Chapter 4 there was a recommendation that faculty maintain five on-

campus office hours. 

o Chapter 5 was discussed toward the end of the Faculty Advisory Meeting 

last week and because of the complexity of the chapter and disagreement 

on the chapter, it is being left as is but will be voted on separately.  

o In the Appendices there were concerns about a lack of clear guidelines and 

a recommendation to include materials that are currently ready (for 

example the P&T guidelines being worked on by that Committee.) 

 There is still more work to be done, but Zack thanked the Faculty Advisory 

Committee for their work on assessing the proposed changes, public comment and 

providing recommendations. 

 Zack opened for questions from the Senate. There were none. 

 Zack then addressed upcoming plans for the Manual’s revision and approval. 

First, the recommended changes will need to be included in a polished final draft 

hopefully by early April. Next there will need to be a way for faculty to vote on 

the proposed changes. Zack will work with Dr. Holly Pae (HPH) and the Faculty 

Advisory Committee to create the plan for voting. The current system prescribes 

voting on manual changes by a majority of faculty present at the General Faculty 

Meeting. The draft must be made available 30 days prior to the vote. Zack 

suggested suspending the voting rules if possible. She proposed different options 

for voting – perhaps we could have a voting day where faculty could vote 

throughout the day electronically. Voting electronically could ensure faculty 

privacy and allow more to vote.   

o Kamla asked whether we could vote on percentage of response (i.e. 

suggesting a certain percentage of faculty would have to vote in order for 

the vote to count.) Zack said in the current Manual that can be ensured by 

a count at the meeting. She said we would have to compute if we did it 

electronically but implied it could be done. 

o Combes asked whether the proposal would include a time for faculty to 

discuss proposed changes publically? Zack said an option might be to 

have a meeting for the discussion and then have the voting at another time. 

(i.e. Discuss at the General Faculty Meeting and vote the following 

Monday or call an additional General Faculty Meeting for discussion and 

then vote at the meeting in May.)  

o Amendolair asked about an approximate amount of time needed for 

faculty to read, digest, and vote on the recommendations. Zack said she 

did not know, but stated that she was offering the change to the 30-day 

requirement to allow more time for editing the document.  

 If we were to have a separate day for voting we would make the ballot available 

earlier and would do that in conjunction with the reading/processing of the 

manual. One option would be to vote on all of the chapters except Chapter 5 as a 
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package and then separate out Chapter 5 and list the proposed changes. Zack 

stated they could be worded in a way to acknowledge that if they were voted 

down they could revert back to original language. (i.e. If you voted “yes,” then the 

policy would look like this and if you vote “no,” than the policy would look the 

same.) 

 Combes asked whether we have to abide by the rules of the 2016 manual and the 

30-day rule in place. He thinks the entire faculty, not just the Senate, would need 

to vote to suspend the rules to the 30-day policy before they would vote on the 

proposed changes. Zack called on Pae to address whether the Senate could vote to 

suspend those rules or whether a vote from the full faculty would be required. Pae 

could not find a definitive response in Robert’s Rules. Pae said that she thinks 

Senate could vote because it is not a substantive change. 

 Regarding changes to the Manual, Pae said the Manual requires being present to 

vote. She noted that Zack is proposing the vote be taken electronically to be more 

efficient, effective, and legally binding (than votes on sheets of paper). Combes 

asked who would determine whether that is the course of action. Pae said that she 

thinks Senate could vote because it is not a substantive change. The electronic 

process still allows all Faculty to vote.  

o Dr. Tyrone Tolland (IES) is concerned about reducing the number of days 

for review of the Manual. He thinks we need the summer. He also does not 

think Senate can suspend Faculty Manual rules.  

o Jennings asked if the vote to reduce the days for approval from the 

required 30 could be voted on by the full faculty. Zack said she thinks it 

could be done. Kelly agreed that Bradley Dey could do this. 

o Leonhirth noted that the number of proposed changes is not that high. If 

you reviewed the file before, it should not be that different. She said to 

reduce the days from 30 to 25 should not make a difference for those who 

have already reviewed it. Dr. George Williams (LLC) echoed Leonhirth’s 

suggestion.  

o Harris read from the chapter on Faculty Organization. She concluded that 

if the Senate voted today to have the faculty vote electronically, the 

faculty could vote to overturn that recommendation at the General Faculty 

Meeting in May. 

o Kamla said there is not that much difference between 25 and 30 days but 

thinks faculty will be more likely to read in the summer and said he thinks 

there would be more turnout. Kamla thinks further discussion is needed. 

Zack said she is sympathetic to this but agrees with Williams and 

Leonhirth. She said we need to vote and have discussion. If faculty votes 

to approve the changes, that is not the end of the document. We would 

work on the document over the next year as well, and likely vote on those 

changes next year. The goals are to get the bulk of the work done this 

semester and then move on to the next stage of changes. Kelly continually 

reminds Zack and Pae that this is a living document.  

o Merryman worked through the calendar. If the General Faculty Meeting is 

May 3, than the draft would need to be ready by April 3 (next 

Wednesday). Merryman asked whether the draft could be done by next 
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Wednesday and suggested the document will not probably be ready. She 

said if the date is bumped 5 days it is still a close deadline (April 8).  

o Zack said Board of Trustees meets June 7 and we would hope to have it 

approved by that date. Kelly said it is a living document and we should get 

used to being in a voting cycle on the manual every year. If we can get our 

Manual on their calendar for the June meeting, they will get used to us 

being on their agenda 

o Kush had a clarification and process question. Are we only proposing 

voting on measures faculty supported with 70% or whether we would vote 

on all proposed changes? Pae said the entire Manual would be up for a 

vote. Zack said it would be separated out into individual sections.  

o Kush also asked if we prepared everything and the general faculty was not 

in favor for the electronic vote, could we schedule the electronic vote for 

May 8?  

o Leonhirth asked for clarification on Harris’s Manual discussion about 

electronic voting. Zack said there is a separate section on Faculty Manual 

changes. Harris said it looks like Senate can recommend an electronic vote 

but that General Faculty could overturn.  

o Harris asked whether the Manual goes to a sub-committee following 

faculty approval and prior to Board of Trustees approval? Kelly said yes – 

everything is vetted through a subcommittee. Harris asked about the 

deadline to get to those subcommittees. Kelly said it is the same as the 

deadline for the Board of Trustees. We will have to do legal review prior 

to that still but can take care of that ahead of time. We can do almost 

anything a year in advance. May 8 is an outside date – it is pushing it, but 

it would not be impossible to move through. Once it leaves General 

Faculty it is his job to carry it through. 

o Zack returned to the question about quorum. She does not know whether 

there is a set rule for quorum. Harris asked whether there is a target 

number to achieve quorum. Pae said we are allowed to electronically vote, 

but the way the Manual is written it legislates the location (a majority of 

members present). Proposed changes to promotion and tenure criteria 

require 2/3 of members present. Zack reminded everyone that the 

proposed Faculty Manual changes do not include changes to promotion 

and tenure criteria; those are already set and not being touched. These are 

procedural changes and therefore can be approved by a majority vote. One 

can call a quorum (Majority plus one.) Zack wants to know how many 

people need to attend the General Faculty Meeting to determine a quorum 

of the faculty.  

o Zack said the Senate could vote to suspend the 30-day rule and the rule 

that the voting must be done at the General Faculty Meeting. 

o Dr. Lynette Gibson (SON) voiced concern about suspending the 30-day 

rule. She asked for a rationale for having it go to the Board now rather 

than in the fall. Zack said we have gone through a process of considering 

changes this year, putting them out for consideration among faculty, 

providing opportunities for responses, and providing a draft of 
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recommendations. We are now at the end of the cycle. Now we need to 

see where faculty stand and conduct a vote. Zack said faculty who are 

going up for review in the coming year would probably like us to move 

the Manual revision process along so that they have clarified guidelines 

for file preparation.  

o Combes anticipates a logistical issue with discussing the Manual revisions 

at the General Faculty Meeting because it will be time-consuming. He 

advocates for discussion to be preserved. We do not want to have a vote 

without an opportunity for people to provide their feedback. Since there is 

other work to do at the General Faculty Meeting we may not have time to 

give the Manual what it needs. Zack said the purpose is to give faculty an 

opportunity to vote to approve or not approve. Combes understands but 

says it is unlikely we can accomplish all of this at the General Faculty 

Meeting along with that Meeting’s requirement. Zack agreed and said she 

does not want to combine discussion and voting. She proposes separating 

out discussion and voting.  

o Zack said she knows the proposed changes are significant and that people 

have strong views on them. She is not sure that everyone wants to 

continue robust discussion of those issues at this point. Combes said we 

have not had the entire faculty participate in this discussion. Zack is 

suggesting that some are ready to vote and would rather limit discussion 

but is not pushing it one way or another. 

o Leonhirth liked the idea of the electronic vote at first, but now that she 

knows we would need 2/3, she is skeptical that we would not get enough 

people to vote electronically for a quorum. Zack said 2/3 is what is needed 

to approve changes in Promotion and Tenure criteria. That is independent 

from the issue of a quorum. Combes said it is not 2/3 of the whole faculty.  

o Ruppel asked whether we could count 2/3 of the people who vote 

electronically rather than 2/3 of the entire faculty. Zack said the Senate 

guidelines and the procedures recommended here are different. The 2/3 

vote relates to P&T criteria and unit-based criteria. The proposed changes 

here are procedures. We do not necessarily need 2/3 of the full faculty to 

approve the changes. Pae said we do need a quorum for a valid vote, 

however.   

o Dr. Andrew Leonardi (NSE) said we need to come up with the threshold 

for voting. Will we require 50% of the faculty? This is what we should 

vote on. He moves that we determine what the threshold for an electronic 

vote would be. Dr. Gabby Drake (LLC) seconded. 

 Kamla called on stats people to help.  

 Zack said we have 243 faculty. Zack said in the social sciences 

30% response is considered appropriate. 

 Leonardi amended his motion to require 40% (at least 98 

members) of faculty to vote on all changes to the manual for the 

results of the vote to be valid.  

 Zack notes that this also implies we are suspending the rules to 

vote for the electronic change. We now moved to vote to suspend 
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the rules. 

 Harris said there are three concerns underway: whether to change 

the 30-day period for revision, whether to vote electronically, and 

what number of votes will be required for the results to be valid. 

 Returned to the motion proposed by Leonardi and seconded by 

Drake. Leonardi withdrew motion until we know about the other 

two issues. 

o Jennings moved to suspend the 30-day rule. Williams seconded. Zack 

amended the motion to suspend the 30-day rule to require the availability 

of the draft 25 days before the vote. Merryman seconded.  

 17 yay, 4 nay. The 30-day rule is suspended and changed to 25 

days required.  

o Dr. Kela Goodman (SOE) asked for clarification about how we are 

defining “present” for voting. Leonhirth and Leonardi stated we would 

need 40% of all faculty (if that motion is approved) to vote.  

o Webber asked for clarification about whether the vote would happen after 

General Faculty Meeting discussion. Zack said yes. 

o Merryman asked about security of voting. Pae said yes, there would be 

measures in place to ensure the people voting are who they say they are.  

o There is a proposal to suspend the rule to vote in person at a General 

Faculty Meeting and instead to allow for a day of electronic voting during 

which 40% of faculty must vote for the vote to be valid. Merryman 

seconded.  

 The motion for electronic vote and 40% faculty participation 

passed.  

o Meek asked for a quick clarification. Is the 25 days before General 

Faculty? Zack said it is 25 days before the vote. We can hold discussion at 

the General Faculty Meeting or at a special meeting held for that purpose.  

o Amendolair asked that we include electronic vote and 40% and 25-day 

period in the new Manual. 

o Ms. Virginia Cononie (LIB) suggested that there were options to vote to 

pieces or to vote for all changes individually or as a whole chapter. Zack 

said she originally proposed separating out Chapter 5 and delineating each 

proposed change and putting the rest of the manual as a package. Cononie 

asked for the option to do both/either. 

 Leonhirth noted that this complicates the voting calculations if 

there are both line-by-line and straight ticket votes.  

 Pae suggested that it could be calculated so that a vote for “all” on 

one chapter triggers a bunch of individual votes. It would not be 

too complicated to calculate.  

 Zack proposed that we adjourn for today and convene next month for further 

discussions 

   

 

III. Announcements – Webber announced that South Carolina HB 3404 to support DACA 

recipients in the state is gaining popularity from both parties but that no one from 
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Spartanburg is sponsoring it. She encouraged us to reach out to our representatives to 

support this bill. It provides merit-based scholarship and licenses for DACA students. We 

are losing talented people and are having trouble recruiting Latinx students because of 

state policies. Webber has addresses and information for us.  

 

 

 Adjournment – Webber moved to adjourn and Ruppel seconded. Meeting was 

adjourned.   
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* Faculty Advisory Committee Representative 
Revised: 4/11/19 

 

University of South Carolina Upstate 

Faculty Senate Roster  

2019-2020 

 

Faculty Chair: (20) Lizabeth Zack (CAHSS- SCW)* 

In-Coming Faculty Chair: * 
Recording Secretary: (19) Emily Kofoed (CAHSS -FACS) 

 

 

 

Economics, Finance, & Accounting - JCBE 

(21) Hubbard Smalls* 
(21) Thanh Nguyen 

 

Management, Entrepreneurship & Marketing – 

JCBE 

(22) Daniel Davis 

(20) Elise Harvey* 

 

Human Performance & Health - SOEHPH 

(22) Lauren Vervaecke* 

(20) Jim Kamla 

 

Education - SOEHPH 

(21) Kela Goodman* 

(21) Karen Lounsbury 

 

Fine Arts & Communication Studies - CAHSS    
(21) Warren Bareiss * 

(21) Carolina Webbber 

(19) Allison Ludwig 

 

Informatics & Engineering Systems - CST 

(21) Ona Egbue 

(20) Deshia Leonhirth* 

   

Languages/Literature/Composition - CAHSS 
(22) Alex Lorenz 

(22) Esther Godfrey 

(21) Colleen o’Brien 

(20) David Coberly* 

 

Library - LIB 

(21) Virginia Cononie 

(20) Ann Merryman * 

 

 

 

 

*connotes rep to Faculty Advisory Committee 

 

 

 

 

Math and Computer Science - CST 

(21) Muhammad Hameed 

(21) Elizabeth Waddell 

(20) Chunyu Ai* 

 

Natural Sciences and Engineering - CST 
(21) Briget Doyle 

(21) Andrew Leonardi 

(20) Anselm Omoike  

(19) Kimberly Shorter * 

 

Nursing - MBSN 
(22) Tracy Hudgins*   

(22) Kendra Allison 

(22) Stephanie Barnhill 

(22) Darlene Amendolair  

(22) Tamara Cook 

(21) Ryan Crawford 

 

Psychology - CAHSS 

(19) Susan Ruppel* 

(19) Scott Meek 

 

History, Political Science, Philosophy, and 

American Studies - CAHSS 

(21) Nicole Richardson 

(19) Richard Combes * 

 

Sociology, Criminal Justice, and Women’s Studies 

- CAHSS 
(20) Laura Jennings 

(19) Mary Sarver 

 

Ex-Officio   
Brendan Kelly, Chancellor  

Clif Flynn, Provost & Senior Vice Chancellor of 

Academic Affairs 

Mary-David Fox, Registrar 
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2019 - 2020 FACULTY COMMITTEES 
FACULTY CHAIR – Lizabeth Zack (SCW) 

IN-COMING FACULTY CHAIR– 
RECORDING SECRETARY – Emily Kofoed (FACS) 

Academic Affairs 
(unit representation) 

22 John Siegel (LIB) 
22 Holly Pae (HPH) 
22 Kristi Miller (SON) 
22 Roz Paige (MEM) 
22 Michael Wooten (EFA) 
21 Charley Harrington (IDS) 
21 Carmen Harris (HPPA) * 
21 Rebecca Mueller (SOE) 
21 Jan Griffin (PSY) 
21 Nolan Stolz (FACS) 
20 Chris Bender (NSE)  
20 Frank Li (MCS) 
20 Rich Murphy (LLC)  
20 Susan Richardson  (INFO) 
19 Laura Jennings (SCW) 

Academic, Budget, & Facilities 
Planning 
(unit representation) 

21 Gaby Drake (LLC) 
21 Elizabeth Cole (JCBE) * 
21 Ryan Harper (MCS) 
21 Michele Covington (SCW) 
20 Gary Mattingly (FACS) 
20 Paul Grady (HPPA)   
20 Astrid Rosario (NSE)  
20  James Bunde (PSY)  
20 Darlene Amendolair (SON) 
19 Breanne Kirsch (LIB) 
19 Cathy Sparks (SOE) 
19 Grover Walters (INFO) 

Assessment 
(1 elected from each professional 
school and each academic unit from 
other colleges) 

22 Sharon Smith (SON) 
22 Wei Zhong (MCS) 
22 Chung-Yean Chiang (MEM) 
21 Scott Harris (HPPA)  
20 Matthew Donaldson (FACS) 
20 Kenneth Barideaux (PSY) 
20 Reid Toth (SCW) 
20 David Coberly (LLC) 
19 Karen Lounsbury (SOE)* 
19 Astrid Rosario (NSE) 
19  Richmond Adebiaye (INFO) 

Faculty Advisory 
(1 senator from each unit) 

Lizabeth Zack (SCW) (Chair) 
____________ (In-Coming Chair) 
Kela Goodman (SOE-E) 
_____________ (Rec. Sec.) 
Richard Combes (HPPA) 
Chunyu Ai (MCS) 
Warren Bareiss (FACS) 
Kimberly Shorter (NSE) 
David Coberly (LLC) 
Elise Harvey (MEM-JCBE) 
Hubbard Smalls (EFA - JCBE) 
Deshia Leonhirth (INFO) 
Ann Merryman (LIB) 
Susan Ruppel (PSY) 
Tracy Hudgins (SON) 

Faculty Excellence 
(unit representation) 

22 Kendra Allison (SON) 
22 Jack Cheng (EFA) 
22 Brock Adams (LLC) 
22 Andrew Kearns (LIB) 
22 Kevin Wu (HPH) 
21 Kyle Turner (JCBE) 
21 Matthew Donaldson (FACS) 
21 James Bunde (PSY)  
21 Courtney McDonald (SCW)  
20 Tina Herzberg (SOE)  
20 Allison Pingley (HPPA)  
20 Kimberly Shorter (NSE)* 
20 Steve Hyun (MCS) 
19 Grover Walters (INFO) 

Faculty Welfare 
(unit representation) 

22 _____ SOE-Educ 
22 John Strandholm (EFA)  
22 Jim Kamla (HPH) 
22 Mike Dinger (MEM) 
22 Beth Keefauver (LLC) 
21 Andrew Beer (PSY) 
21 Dawn Henderson SON)  
21 Griffin Woodworth (FACS) 
21 David Ferris (NSE) 
21 Kevin Shehan (LIB) 
20 Dave Damrel (HPPA)  
20 Dan Norris (INFO)* 
20 Mary Sarver (SCW) 
20 Tommy Ordoyne (MCS) 

Ex-Officio members of all faculty standing committees:  
Brendan Kelly, Chancellor  
Clif Flynn, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs 
Additional ex-officio members will be appointed annually as needed 
* connotes Committee Chair
(E) represents elected positions
(A) represents appointed position
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General Education 
(unit representation) 

22 Lina Shu (SON) 
22 Drew Kearns (LIB) 
22 Julie Wade (MEM) 
22 Cathy Sparks (HPH) 
22 Brooke Hardin (SOE-E) 
21 Bradley Baumgarner (NSE)  
21 Lynn McMillan (PSY)  
21   Jack Cheng  (EFA) 
21 Wayne Robbins (LLC) 
21 Chunyu Ai (MCS) 
20 Nick Rouse (INFO) 
20 Richard Combes (HPPA) * 
20 Courtney McDonald (SCW) 
19 Michelle Garland (FACS) 

Promotion & Tenure 
[9 members total (7 elected, 2 
appointed); 5 from CAS (4 elected, 1 
appointed); 4 from professional 
schools and Library (3 elected, 1 
appointed)] – note: while we wait for 
manual changes, let’s make sure to 
have two nominees from CAHSS 

22 Darlene Amendolair (SON) (A)* 
21 Joshua Ruppel (CST) (E)   
21 Muhammad Hameed (CST) (E)  
21 Ann Hoover (CAHSS) (E) 
21 Camille McCutcheon (LIB) (E)  
20 Frank Rudisill (JCBE) (E)  
20 Greta Freeman (SOE) (E)  
19 Lisa Johnson (SCW) (A) * 
19 Rich Robinson (FACS) (E) 

Student Services 
(1 from each professional school, 1 
from Library, and 3 from CAS) 

22 Lauren Vervaecke (HPH) 
21  Katie Poindexter (SON) 
21 Dilli Bhatta (MCS) 
20 Julie Wade (MEM)* 
20 Jim LaMee (LIB) 
20 Shannon Polchow (LLC)  
19 Bridget Kirkland (FACS) 
19 (student) 

Graduate 
(representation from units with 
graduate programs and 2 from non-
graduate units) 

22 Roz Paige (MEM) (E)* 
21 Rick Hartsell (SOE)  
21 Toshua Kennedy (SON) 
20 Ron Fulbright (INFO)  
20 Dilli Bhata (MCS) (E) 
20 Jeff Edwards (PSY) 

Conference of Chairs 
Lizabeth Zack, Faculty Chair 

Faculty Athletic Representative 
19 Jim Griffis  

USC Upstate Foundation 
(faculty representative) 
18   Frank Rudisill (A)  

Staff Council Representative 
19 Bridget Kirkland 

Ex-Officio members of all faculty standing committees:  
Brendan Kelly, Chancellor  
Clif Flynn, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs 
Additional ex-officio members will be appointed annually as needed 

(E) represents elected positions
(A) represents appointed position
* Chair

Updated:  4/11/19 
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